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CYBER-BERG  

 
As our lives becomes more and more consumed with virtual and digital culture permeating every  

aspect of our daily lives, so is our natural surrounding emptying it’s self. The current pandemic  

has exacerbated this by pushing us to rely even more on digital technology whilst emptying our  

streets and public spaces. The boundaries between the virtual and real are getting more and 

more blurred.  

 

Challenging the border between reality and virtuality is at the core of this season’s theme, 

CyberBerg. On the one hand the digitally self-centered virtual world and on the other the rawness 

of nature with its uncertainty and selflessness symbolised a mountain (Berg).  

 

The collection was developed with these conflicting yet highly inspiring elements by splicing  

together different design languages on individual pieces or creating cyber or nature inspired  

styles. In design terms, natural refers to any classic design styles developed pre-digital world,  

whereas cyber style inspiration is based on recent Cyber culture revival such as the Tesla Cyber  

truck, the video game Cyberpunk 2077 or Axl Le’s 2020 short movie ‘Vincent’.  

 

This season we worked with up and coming artist Zhong Wei who has recently being selected by  

De Sarthe Gallery. Our common ground with Zhong Wei is that we both drive inspiration around  

the virtual and ancient pre-digital culture. For our collaboration, Zhong Wei created artworks  

which take form in China’s specific internet visual style. Much of his inspiration is drawn from  

traditional Buddhist art — such as flying eyes, flesh and spirits was used in the print and woven  

badges. 

 

As our collection and brand matures, we evolved best-selling styles coveted by our growing fan  

base; without forgetting to always innovate with new styles that fit the theme closely, such as new  

and innovative fabrics inspired both by the cyber and nature theme with special hand feels and  

surface finishes.  

 

We enjoyed splicing natural outdoor elements with cyber details and evolving last season’s  

creative innovations in modular design with detachable pockets transformable into stand alone  

bags. This design initiative gives more depth to our garments, which can be used and worn in  

different ways to keep them fresh, surprising and full of possibilities.  

 

Finally, we have kept true to our sustainable ethos by using only recyclable linings and reclaimed  

fabrics from suppliers as well as our own warehouse to recreate new and exciting designs. As  

always, all our down filling and sourced with R.D.S. 
 

 

 



 

KEY STOCKIST LIST 

10 CORSO COMO 

SINGALORE 

SUPERCONCIOUS 

TRAFFIC  

BUTTAFLY 

ACT STORE 

HANWHA GALLERIA 

THE COMPASS 

PRANKSTORE 

PUBLIC 

GR8 

KOH’S LICK’S CURRO 

 

BIOGRAPHY 

A.A.Spectrum is a cross-cultural collaboration. Our first collection was launched in Beijing Autumn 2016. 

We aim to create a tribe not an army - a spectrum with room for diversity.   

 

We are highly skilled in functional-wear and performance fabrics. We run our own production. All the down 

used in our jackets and coats is RDS (Responsible Down Standard) certified. RDS monitors the entire down 

production to harvest process. The other type of filling we use is the 3M ™ Thinsulate™ Insulation, which is 

known for its ultra-lightness and superior heat retention. This type of filling lasts for a very longtime and 

hence environmentally friendly. All recycled fabrics used by us are GRS (Global Recycled Standard) 

certified. GRS have strict standards for supply chain traceability, social responsibility, ecological 

management, and chemical testing. We insist on creating fashion while reducing harm to the ecology and 

contributing to global sustainable development.  

 

Constant reflection, curiosity and questioning is part of what drives our expression. We get inspired by 

keeping our eyes open and pushing our own standards. We embrace the diverse meetings that naturally 

happen when cultures meet. Our symbol references our mission as it is a simplified design of the character 

“Ren”, meaning “people”/ “Human”. Like our collections it is a timeless and elemental design, yet primeval 

and ultramodern. We strive to challenge the conventional use of performance fabrics. All patterns are 

created on mens measurements and mainly fitted on men, still we embrace any flavour of the spectrum 

and frequently fit on women too.   

 

 

  


